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was accepted by the province of Madrid. A community· was established there on 12th October 1966 with Father Laureano Salgado
Estevez as first superior.
JESTERSHEIN Karl

Was born in Gera in Saxony in 17 65. He took his vows as a Redemptorist in Warsaw in 1788, the first clerical student to be received
into the Congregation beyond the Alps. He was ordained priest also
in Warsaw on 27th February 1791. In St. Benne's he served as minister and as headmaster of the school. After the suppression in 1808
he went to Pruszyn, not far from Warsaw, where he acted as parish
priest. He built a church in the hope that the scattered community
mi.ght reassemble there. From 1817 he was employed by the restored
Kingdom of Poland in educational work. In 1821 he was summoned
to Warsaw to assist in restoring the major seminary, and from 1825
he held the post of procurator of that institution. He died in Kazowka
near the city on 24th September 1844. ·· · · · ·
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JESTETTEN

St. Clement, searching for a foundation outside Poland, became interested in 1798 in the convent of Mt. Tabor in the neighbourhood
of Schaffhausen. The diocesan authorities of Constance were willing
to give him the house, but the unsettled times made it impossible to
install a community before 1802. With Father Hiibl he took up
residence in an unoccupied part of the convent of the Sisters of Perpetual Adoration on 30th December 1802. The foundation gave promise of success, with candidates presenting themselves for admission
and the people acclaiming the preaching of the Redemptorists; In
spite of the good beginning, however, together with the foundation
in Triberg Jestetten had to be relinquished in 1805 owing to the
hostility of the Vicar General of Constance, Ignaz Heinrich von Wessenberg. When Father Passerat, the superior, left Jestetten on 25th
October 1805 the community numbered more than twenty.
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JETTE

See Brussels.

